Appworx v.7 to v.8 Differences

There are some differences in Appworx v.8 to look for:

- The most obvious is that the green color has been changed to orange,
- The footprint is replaced with a geometric pattern,
- Some of the names of things have changed, and
- Some of the icons are different ...
- But the locations of things have remained consistent, so by relying on muscle memory, everything will function the same way.

The Menu Bar and Tool Tray show the first changes:

“Operations” is now “Activities”, and the Icons have changed, but they still do the same thing.

Changes to the Requests and Submit windows:

Other than the Icon, the Requests window looks and performs as before.

In the Submit window the only real change is the addition of a Submit & Close button. This submits the job and closes the Submit and Requests window automatically. The original Submit button and Close button still function in the same way.
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The History Query window has changes that may end some confusion:

You still get to the History Query page from the Explorer page by clicking on Filter in the Explorer menu bar, and then select History Query… from the drop down menu. In the window, you may notice that “Modules” have been renamed to “Jobs”, and “Chains” have been renamed to “Process Flows”.

In the Explorer window, there is a subtle change in renaming “Job ID” to “Run ID”, and “Job Name” to “Task Name”.